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1. Union of Titania (“Titania”) is a federal republic country with rich cultural history and heritage. 

Titania at the center is ruled by United Democratic Association (“UDA”) who came with a 

thumping majority in the general election of 2019. UDA is generally viewed as a political party 

with inclination and association with business conglomerates and there had been media reports 

that certain tenders for public projects in UDA ruled states had been awarded to business 

houses with close relations to the ruling UDA. 

2. The economy of Titania is a developing economy with the average growth rate varying from 

4.5%-6.5% over the course of last four fiscal years. However, unemployment has been a big 

problem in Titania especially in the states of Hotham, Rizon & Maxi. The problem of 

unemployment is also aided by the fact that the general population of youth is approximately 

66.7 % according to the last census. One of the elections promises of UDA during the general 

election was with regards to taking steps to counter the rising unemployment. 
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3. The Prime Minister of Titania tasked the Finance Minister to understand the problems of 

unemployment and come up with possible initiatives. Subsequently, a committee was formed 

known as the Economic Development Committee which was headed by the Finance Minister 

and consisted of two economic advisors, representatives from various Central Ministries and 

one representative from each State Government. The Committee collected data about 

unemployment across all the states, made a detailed analysis and took into consideration the 

problems faced by each state. It was ultimately concluded that a proper policy/legislation for 

boosting industrial growth needs to be framed by the government which shall act as a catalyst 

in reducing unemployment by creating ample job opportunities. 

4. UDA came out with ‘Develop In Titania’ Policy 2018 (“Policy”), the purpose and aim of which 

was to encourage industrialization, development of self-sufficient industries and thereby 

reduce unemployment and accelerate growth. The Policy was a detailed one and it contained 

the guidelines regarding the tender procedure to be adopted for setting up the industries, the 

rehabilitation package for the displaced people which was mainly along the lines as contained 

in the Resettlement Policy as existing in Titania and other ancillary provisions. 

5. As a governmental initiative, it was decided that the Policy shall first be implemented in the 

states of Hotham, Horizon & Maxi since these states had the maximum unemployment as per 

governmental records. 

6. Tenders were issued for various projects and large scale domestic industries were set up. 

CAPSOLE Corp. Pvt Ltd, had won most of the tenders and they set up industries mainly in the 

State of Hotham. It led to a lot of employment opportunities in the region. Additionally, they 

also set up schools and hospitals in the State as a part of their Corporate Social Responsibility. 

To a certain extent, the initiatives of CAPSOLE Corp.in the region helped in uplifting the life 

of the people. 

7. However, after about four months, reports started emerging that CAPSOLE Corp. Pvt Ltd had 

flouted several tender rules and arm twisted the Government in issuing them the tenders. Green 

Group, a NGO, carried out the report and made these serious allegations. It was pointed out in 

the report that certain ministers in the UDA Government, high level bureaucrats in the State of 

Hotham and top officials of the CAPSOLE Corp. Pvt Ltd acted in connivance wherein 

maximum tenders were issued to them. The Report stated that the Policy mandated that tender 
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could be issued for industries only where there are at least two bidders competing for it. 

However, CAPSOLE Corp. Pvt Ltd had been awarded tenders for industrial projects in which 

they were the sole bidder. Apart from these irregularities, it was also stated in the report that 

while setting up the industries, several environmental rules were flouted in as much as no 

Environmental Impact Assessment was conducted. Acquisition of land and subsequent 

payment of compensation to the displaced people were not done properly by the Government 

under the Acts. It also stated that the Rehabilitation Policy which was envisaged by the 

Government had not yet been implemented as a result millions of people were left stranded in 

the open sky with no shelter and care. The report also stated that the industries so set up emitted 

hazardous substances which had serious impact on the health of the people living in the areas. 

8. With the support of Green Group, several peaceful protests were carried out and affected 

people took to streets opposing the industries so set up. Ms. Tokeo who was leading another 

protest for the infringement of right to life of displaced people in State of Hotham, while giving 

a speech in the protest said “We will take what is rightfully ours, with word or with blood”. 

Soon after this speech a certain group of protesters went violent when state interfered to stop 

the violence, it led to a conflict between protesters and police. Few days after Ms. Tokeo was 

served a notice from State Police that she has been prohibited from giving any public speech 

or conducting any protest as it was alleged that it was her speech which provoked the violence. 

Ms. Tokeo aggrieved by this act of police, filled a writ petition in High court of Hotham stating 

that her freedom of speech is being curtailed and also demanded restoration of right to life and 

liberty for displaced people. 

9. The Government responded to this situation by stating that the report had no veracity and 

accused Green Group of acting hands in glove with the Opposition parties to topple the 

Government. They stated that no tender rules were flouted and the Government reserved the 

right to issue tender to an entity in case there was no bidder keeping in mind the larger public 

interest involved. The UDA Government also came out with a report showing the economic 

progress made by the State of Hotham pursuant to the setting up of industries. The report stated 

that the State of Hotham had achieved a gradual economic development as compared to the 

previous financial years. However, the protests did not die down since the government did not 

take any concrete action in addressing the demands of the people. 
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10. Green Group thereafter moved High Court of Hotham under the writ jurisdiction making 

CAPSOLE Corp. Pvt Ltd & Govt of UDA and State of Hotham as the Respondents. The main 

grievance is that CAPSOLE Corp. Pvt Ltd & Government of UDA have violated 

Environmental norms and Constitutional provisions and the projects should be put to an 

immediate closure. 

11. The High Court of Hotham clubbed both the writ petitions and listed the matter for hearing on 

maintainability and merits. 

The Participants are at liberty to Identify and Frame Issues as they deem fit. 
 

NOTE: 
 
 

• The laws of Union of Titania are pari materia with laws of Republic of India. 

 

• Names, characters, businesses, places, events, and incidents are either the products of the 

author’s imagination, or used in a fictitious manner. Any resemblance to actual persons or 

actual events is purely coincidental. 

• Please do not attempt to contact the author(s) of the moot proposition, any attempt to do so 

will result in disqualification. 


